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Modelling in November 2018 – by Ian Domeney 
 

We all know that feeling of excitement the first time we ease the lid off the box 

containing our latest project.  The virgin sprues visible through the sealed plastic bags 

and the pristine instruction leaflet beckon like a recently opened treasure chest.  We can’t 

wait to get in amongst the decals and those beautifully crafted bits of brass.  Well I’ve 

just been through this very process as I start to build a 1/32 scale B-25J Mitchell.  As you 

can imagine it’s quite a large model and the box in question contains copious quantities 

of plastic.  As I sliced open the bags and began to remove the major components, it struck 

me that, apart from saving some of the more appropriate bits, there was an awful lot of 

useless and unusable sprue.  I stopped and did a very rough calculation that somewhere 

between 15 and 20% of the box contents was actually waste plastic from the moulding 

process. 

Now polystyrene, from which most of our hobby is made, is not easily recyclable so it 

begs the question:- What do we do with the waste material?  In the present climate 

regarding disposal of waste products, it’s a subject that we should all think about.  I’m 

sure we’d all be very interested to hear other members’ solution to a problem that, while 

quite small in the grand scheme of things, is nonetheless something to consider when 

preparing for that bin collection.  As it stands at the moment I have to admit that in a big 

hole somewhere in deepest Dorset is a pile of grey polystyrene sprue with my fingerprints 

and conscience all over it. 

 

 

 

 



 

IPMS  SCALE MODEL WORLD 2018  
 

A small but merry band of members set up camp at the “Nationals” at Telford on the 10th 

and 11th of November.  For any of you who have not visited the International Centre I 

have to tell you that the show is huge.  There are three main halls jam packed with clubs 

and traders from all over the world, together with a separate upper suite that houses the 

competition section.  The major manufacturers and distributors were all in attendance 

with their latest, and in some cases, greatest products.  It’s amazing to me that just a few 

years ago our hobby was down and nearly out.  We relied on the “cottage industries” in 

tool sheds and garages around the country to feed our need for anything other than the 

ubiquitous Spitfire, Mustang and F-16 kits.  Then someone in a board room somewhere 

between Prague and Yokohama decided that there just might be a market for injection 

moulded miniature replicas of aircraft, ships, cars and even little tanks.  We now find 

ourselves overwhelmed with subjects, scales, options and choices such that have never 

before been available.  Most of them were to be found at Telford. 

Thanks must go to all the early attenders for setting up and dismantling the impressive 

club stand and particular mention to Greg for his work in developing the Dorset display 

which certainly drew much attention from both other clubs and the general public. 

If you’ve not been before, it’s well worth the trip. 

 

Special message from member Henry Goodall 
 

Late last year, I mentioned at one of our Vikings meetings that we have a number of 

model kits, which have been donated or acquired, over the past decade, which have not 

yet been modelled/constructed/assembled. Most of the kits are 'as new' (i.e. not partly 

built).  

We have separated them into two groups; those which are relevant to the New Forest 

Airfields,  i.e. can be built as a (preferably specific) aircraft which flew from the New 

Forest Airfields in WWII, and others, which do not qualify, and are therefore 'for sale', at 

reduced prices. 

The latter group could be offered to club members or put up for sale next April, at our 

show. 

I attach a list of those we would like to retain for display in the Museum, once completed. 

If you would like to circulate members with the current list, members can let me know if 

they are interested in making up any of them, on a first come, first served basis (no 

payment required - we would just be grateful for their time and expertise)..I would 

suggest that the kits are made up initially as either 'in flight' (when we can suspend them 

appropriately) or as a standing kit, rather than as a diorama, so that there is some 

flexibility as to how they will be displayed, given our space constraints, especially in 

respect of the larger 1/48th scale Liberator and Wellington kits.. 

I would be very pleased to discuss how we proceed, with anyone interested, in due 

course.  

  

Dr Henry Goodall 

Chair of Trustees, Friends of the New Forest Airfields (FONFA) 



 

Inventory of FONFA Model Kits - Aug 2016 - Not for sale - Kits to be kept and made up for display

Scale Kit Manufacturer Additional kit enhancements in box & Comments

AIRCRAFT

1.72 scale C-47 Skytrain Airfix D-Day markings

1.72 scale Sunderland II Airfix Calshot - plus etched A/S aerials

1.72 scale AW Albemarle ST Mk V Valom 295/296/297 Sqn - Stoney Cross   - N.B. Short run kit - NOT an easy build

1.72 scale WWII RAF Personnel Airfix sealed

1.72 scale Heavy Bomber Crew RAF WWII Armory AR F7224 High altitude kit 7 figures + dog

1.72 scale Pilots & Ground Crew RAF WWII Revell

1.72 scale WWII RAF Bomber Re-supply Set Airfix Suitable for Any New Forest Airfield

1.48 scale Supermarine Walrus Airframes ?New Stuck sealed with duct tape

1.48 scale P-61 Black Widow Hobby Boss

1.48 scale P-61 Black Widow EagleCal Decals 3 x Hurn based 422 sqn P-61s - Borrowed Time, Double Trouble, Lady Gen

1.48 scale Mosquito Mk IV Revell Freightdog post war decals, Tamiya ldg gear, Paragon fairing (Build as Mk VI)

1.48 scale Mosquito Mk IV Revell & resin Twin Highball conversion DK290/G Boscombe Down/Ashley Walk Range

1.48 scale Hawker Typhoon IB Hasegawa Resin Gun bay, seat, bombs (F/O Clermont JR557 HH-W 175 sqn crashed 7/5/44)

1.48 scale Hawker Typhoon IB Hasegawa Metal gear, early cab door canopy

1.48 scale Consolidated Liberator B-24D Revell Make up as GR.V BZ774 'D' (PP-D), of No.311 'Czech' Sq, Beaulieu. 

1.48 scale Avro Anson Classic AirframesEarly type (large fuselage side windows) Resin engines and paint mask

1.48 scale Fairey Swordfish Mk I Tamiya Resin Exhaust, etch engine & bracing wires, seat belts, cockpit & masks, paints

1.48 scale US WWII Armament (aircraft) Academy Bomtor Tractor, trolleys, bombs etc

1.48 scale Wellington Mk I (VIII) Trumpeter Warpaint Book/Letters/photos. Coastal Command 547 Sqn Holmsley South

VEHICLES & GROUND PERSONNEL

1.48 scale RAF WWII Pilots & Ground Crew Airfix sealed

1.48 scale Bedford MWD Truck Airfix

1.48 scale US 2.5 Ton 6x6 Cargo Truck Tamiya

1.48 scale US 2.5 Ton 6x6 Cargo Truck Tamiya & US Red Cross Clubmobile conversion & 2 WAAF figures (NAAFI type wagon)

1.48 scale US 2.5 Ton 6x6 Cargo Truck conversion Gas-O-Line Resin GMC conversion set Citerne Type F3 c

1.48 scale WWII US Fuel trailer Type A-3 (600 gal) CMK Resin & etched brass kit

1.48 scale Albion 3-Point Fueller Airfix sealed

1.48 csale FOLLOW ME - Jeep Willys MB Hasegawa

1.48 scale British Light Utility Car 10 HP - Tilly Tamiya Two identical kits made up. Now on display as (1) Std Army & (2) Para Tillys

1.48 scale Fordson Tractor Type N Matador Resin and White Metal

N.B Kits greyed out have already been made or are WIP.

GR.V BZ774 'D' (PP-D), of No.311 'Czechoslovak' Squadron, RAF Coastal Command, based at Beaulieu. Small 580 on stbd nose

BZ774 participated 50% in sinking U-boat U-966 on 10 November 1943 near the Spanish coast, together with two USN Liberators. 

BZ774/D attacked her with wing-mounted SAP60 semi-armour piercing rocket projectiles

Liberator BZ774 "D" also claimed a Ju 88 fighter 

U-Tube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgZSHyQCPcI

 

Also from Henry 

Fellow members 

I have recently started a petition to the UK Parliament to have R J Mitchell, the 

designer of the Spitfire and S6B honoured, by having his image on the new UK £50 

Banknote, due to be issued soon. Time is of the essence. Are you able to help, by 

publicising this to Vikings Members and beyond? 

The petition has attracted almost 3000 signatures in the first ten days, and the 

numbers are growing rapidly. Many Thanks to everyone for supporting this achievement! 

You can read more and sign the petition here: https://chn.ge/2ziPrAN  

 

 

 

 

https://chn.ge/2ziPrAN


 

Ian Groves has this to report on the Bugle Call Bristol British Model 

Soldier Society 
 

The Bristol BMSS annual show is rightly known as one of the top Model Shows in the 

South West of England and one that I have been visiting for the past 30 odd years.  Paul 

Everett, Paul Seeley and I made the trip up this year and there was a good food section 

with some fine bacon or sausage baps to refuel the empty fuel tanks after an early start - 

and we all know how much we enjoy some nice baps in the morning. 

 

Held at Nailsea School just outside Bristol is a large spacious complex which is well laid 

out and has good lighting.  The show has a wide range of clubs participating from Wales, 

the Midlands, the South West, including Tom and Sarah from Castle Road Modelers as 

well as the Romsey Club.  The range of models is across the board, covering sci-fi, 

vehicles, AFVs (mostly in green and brown colour schemes), planes (mostly grey) as 

well as figures and dioramas.  The extremely high standard had to be seen to be believed. 

 

There is usually a “re-enactment” group present at the show and this year it was based 

around a civilian Victorian theme, complete with barrel organ which certainly woke us 

when it started playing. It was slightly surreal hearing Smooth Criminal by Michael 

Jackson being played on a barrel organ!.... not only do you get food but a disco as well. 

What more could you ask for? 

 

There is a good balance of traders but it is a bit like weightwatchers where it is easy to 

lose pounds in seconds.  One feature of the show is practical displays of the modelers’ 

skills, ranging from basic up to masterclass levels.  This year featured our own Paul 

Seeley giving a wonderful demo of figure painting – who knew toy soldiers could be so 

complicated?  There were also demos of bust painting – in keeping with the theme of 

baps – and scratch-building figures from Green Stuff putty. 

 

Overall a very good show - if a little down on attendance compared to last year - but well 

worth a trip, regardless of your particular interest in modelling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Model of the Month November  2018 by  Cilve Hillman   
 

The model is a Metal Armor Dragonar - Tamashii Spec XS-17 XD-01SR Dragonar 1 

Custom - Limited Edition (also known as a Gundam). 

I primed it all with a red primer except for the main body which was blue, this I primed 

white. I rubbed it down in places to show dark areas underneath added some other 

colours for shading. The main body of armour came in two parts and then there were a lot 

of detail parts to add to 

complete it. After priming 

I sealed the surfaces with 

Pledge and covered the 

model components with 

hair spray then painted 

them with a dull yellow. 

All pieces were then 

rubbed down in certain 

areas and different shades 

of rust were added before 

putting everything 

together. Most paints used 

were Model Air.  Decals 

are pre-printed on a silver 

foil and were self-

adhesive. These were 

added and were easy to 

sand down in places, then 

the whole thing was coated 

with a matt varnish. The 

base was something I had already made, added different shades of sand stuck down on a 

layer of PVA glue. I added some rocks from the garden, washed and sprayed white.  This 

was a nice kit which I just took some time to complete. 

Photo by John Levesley.  More on webpage 

 

Club contact details –   

** Club official site –  https://poolevikingsblog.wordpress.com 

** Facebook is www.facebook.com/Poole-Vikings-Model-Club-242610765772125/ 

** Malcolm’s own web-site  https://malcolmvlowe.wordpress.com also has info  

---------  

Forthcoming Events 

December 25  Merry Christmas 

February 6  Vikings Winter Warmer Meal Broadstone Booked 
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